
Oswald at the Sports Drome

Short Distance from Ruth Paine's home:  7 
miles.

Testimony seems convincing from the 
witnesses.  Not confirmed by RP, MO, or 

BF.  Why?  It seems like easy fruit.

Oswald was there. Oswald was not there.

 Factors which bothered WC.
Such as?
1.  Another person was with him.
2.  11/10 possibly occured when he is 
supposed to be with MO and RP

Was LHO buying himself an insurance 
policy.

If he was there, RP and MO saw him leave 
and take the rifle.

Why not just have MO and RP confirm it 
and convict him?

Many witnesses. 

Garland Slack
Malcolm Harold Price
Homer Wood (father)
Sterling Wood (13 years old)
Kenny Longley

Sterling Wood asks him if it is a 6.5 Italian 
carbine:  "Yes, Sir"
Malcolm Price has the most memory 
issues.  
Many see LHO with another man.

Gus Russo thinks the other man is Buell 
Frazier.  Maybe; maybe not.

The boy's testimony is the most trustworthy. 

They don't want to be viewed as 
collaborators.  WC not interested in LHO 

having any help.  They need that "lone nut" 
scenario.

What does LHO gain?  It helps open up a 
can of worms.  People start looking closer 

at Ruth and Michael Paine.

It means RP has seen the rifle.  She 
can not deny she did not know about it.

Why does a Quaker have a rifle inside 
her house?

How does the rifle get from NO to 
Dallas?

Would LHO think this way?  Yes.  He is not 
only intelligent, he is streetwise. He 

absolutely would think this way.

If he was not there, the case against LHO 
becomes weaker.  Where does he 

practice?

LHO goes out of his way to be noticed.  He 
shoots another shooter's target.  Why?  To 

be noticed.

LHO had told Marina that he had been 
practicing at the Trinity River.  Or Love 

Field?

Why would he not tell MO of the shooting 
range?  He told her everything else. 

Oswald Double?

It's definitely possible.  But if it were a 
double why bring another guy with 
you?  You would not do that.  Nor 

would you have LHO be potentially 
seen driving a car.

It has to be brought by Ruth Paine to 
Dallas in her car.  Lee may have 

packed it, but the unpacking was most 
likely done by Ruth Paine and Marina.  

Ruth Paine has to know that the rifle 
was in the house.

If LHO is at the range, MO and RP knew he 
was at the range.  If they were all innocent 

and this was a "lone nut" scenario, they 
would just admit it and be clean.  They 
knew though that there was more to the 
story. RP and MO knew they were doing 
something wrong which was why they 
made no comment about LHO at the 

Sportsdrome.

What kind of insurance policy is this?  LHO 
is telling us from the grave that there is 

more to the story here ... to keep looking.

Courtesy of Google Maps.

LHO grew up poor on the streets.  He will 
develop street skills.  He will learn how 

people set others up.  His uncle will teach 
him.  LHO is like Cologio in "A Bronx Tale"  

Sonny (Dutz Murret) will teach him.

Malcolm Price is largely unreliable as far as 
dates.  He can't remember dates by his own 

admission.  He seems like a nice enough guy, 
but his testimony provided for a comedic 

moment. 9/28/63

11/10/63 Sunday

11/17/63 Sunday

11/22/63 Friday  JFK Assassinated

11/24/63 Sunday

11/16/63 Saturday

11/28/63 Thurday  Thanksgiving

Sees Oswald

Sees Oswald

Homer Wood and Sterling Wood:  Father and 
Son.  The son seems the most reliable.  

Generally children aren't looking to place 
themselves in history; therefore they are less 

likely to confabulate.  Also, the son knows guns 
better than dad.  Both son and dad agree on 

11/16/63 as date they see LHO.

Sterling Wood (son) sees LHO with other man.  
They get into Ford automobile.  Gus Russo 

thinks this might be Buell Frazier.  Possible, but 
BF drove a Chevy.  WC nor HCSA hammer this 

point out.

Garland Slack.  ID's LHO.  Gets into argument 
with LHO on 11/17/63 because LHO is shooting 
at his target.  This sounds like something LHO 

would do.

9/28/63:   LHO is in Mexico.  Malcolm Price 
says he saw LHO at Sportsdrome on this day.
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People would logically ask:  Why would a 
man who was going to kill JFK practice so 

openly and advertise himself?

If you were LHO and you wanted to kill 
JFK, and you were the only man on the 
team, what would you do?  I would keep 

my rifle at 1026 Beckley.  In that way I can 
shoot where and when I want more 

conveneniently.   If I desired to get away, I 
would practice in secret.  Or I would not call 

attention to myself,

11/9/63 Satruday

Sees Oswald

Sees Oswald

What's the big deal here?  The big deal is that although Slack 
and Wood are describing two different LHO sightings on two 

different days, they are describing the same man and the 
same rifle.  Also, the major significance is that Garland Slack 
sees him one week before (11/10/62) when LHO is supposed 
to be with MO and RP.  He can't be in two places.  Since the 

ID seems reliable that makes MO and RP liars or 
collaborators.  It's no wonder the WC pushed the Sports 

Drome to the side.

Sterling and Homer are the most reliable 
witnesses.  Their story of the football game 

checks out,  They were at the range on 
11/16/63.

Children, unlike adults, seem less likely to 
confabulate themselves into importance in 

order to resurect their failed lives -  because 
they haven't failed yet.
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